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Models
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Models

characterization

(key) elements
(causal) relationships
outputs

(Hayes, 2014: 124–125)
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Models

use

description
interpretation
guidence
decision making

(Hayes, 2014: 125)
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Models

component and holistic models

part, element, person

the whole, complex

(Hayes, 2014: 125)
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Models

good models

relevance
recognition
usefulness

(Hayes, 2014: 142)
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Open Systems Theories

Open Systems Theories
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Open Systems Theories

characterization

embedded within a larger system
able to avoid entropy
regulated by feedback
subject to equifinality
cyclical in their mode of functioning
equilibrium seeking
bounded

(Hayes, 2014: 132)
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Kotter’s Integrative Model of Organizational Dynamics

Kotter’s Integrative Model
of Organizational Dynamics
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Kotter’s Integrative Model of Organizational Dynamics

Kotter’s integrative model of organizational
dynamics

((Hayes, 2014: 133) adapted from (Kotter, 1980: 282))· ORBE · 2020 10 / 28



Kotter’s Integrative Model of Organizational Dynamics

Kotter’s integrative model of organizational
dynamics

short term
imediate

medium term
months

long term
years

((Hayes, 2014: 133) adapted from (Kotter, 1980: 282))
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The McKinsey 7S Model

The McKinsey 7S Model
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The McKinsey 7S Model

The McKinsey 7S model

(Waterman Jr, Peters, & Phillips, 1980: 18)
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Weisbord’s Six-Box Model

Weisbord’s Six-Box Model
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Weisbord’s Six-Box Model

Weisbord’s six-box model

(Weisbord, 1976: 432)
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The Burke-Litwin causal model

The Burke-Litwin causal model
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The Burke-Litwin causal model

The Burke-Litwin causal model
of organizational performance and change

(Burke & Litwin, 1992: 528)
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Selecting a diagnostic model

Selecting a diagnostic model
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Selecting a diagnostic model

component and holistic models

???

(Hayes, 2014: 133)
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patching

patching
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patching

patching

patching
Patching is the strategic process by which corporate executives
routinely remap businesses to changing market opportunities. It can
take the form of adding, splitting, transferring, exiting, or combining
chunks of businesses.

(Eisenhardt & Brown, 1999)
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patching

patching and reorganizing

structure
stable vs. temporary

strategy
first vs. emerging

(Eisenhardt & Brown, 1999)
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patching

patching: further characteristics

changes
small
frequent

size
agil
efficient

infrastructure
modular
fine grained metrics and complete
consistent compensation

quick

(Eisenhardt & Brown, 1999)
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patching

patching: further characteristics

reorganization and patching
reorganization patching

role of change defensive reaction proactive weapon
scale of change sweeping small, some moderate, a few large
frequency rare ongoing

formalization every change is unique
change process is routine
and follows standards patching moves

driver of change get business focus right get business focus and size right

precision optimal restructuring
at specific point in time

roughly right realingments over time

metrics collect fine-grained metrics
only for infrequent reorganizations

reguĺarly trasck extensive,
fine-grained metrics on modular business

compensation not relevant companywide parity

(Eisenhardt & Brown, 1999)
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patching

patching: examples

Hewlett-Packard
small
frequent

3M
agil
efficient

Johnson & Johnson
modular
fine grained metrics and complete
consistent compensation

quick

(Eisenhardt & Brown, 1999)
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patching

patching: principles

Do it fast.
Develop multiple options, then make a roughly right choice.
Take an organizational test-drive.
Get the general manager right.
Script the details.

(Eisenhardt & Brown, 1999)
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patching

patching: blocks

"missing the hill"
"Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs"

(Eisenhardt & Brown, 1999)
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